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*PRONUNCIATION: 
“STOP” SOUNDS VS. 
“CONTINUING” SOUNDS  

In addition to 8 voiced/voiceless 
contrasts, speakers of some 
native languages may find a few 
other sound pairs difficult to 
distinguish. Examples are /b/ 
vs. /v/, /p/ vs. /f/, /d/ or /z/ 
vs. /D /, /t/ or /s/ vs. /T /.   

For the “stop” sounds /b p d t g 
k/, two parts of the mouth touch. 
They stop the air. To notice this, 
say /ab/ a few times. Hold the /b/ 
sound longer each time. Why is it 
difficult? Because you can’t breathe 
when you say /b/ or the other five 
“stop” sounds. You must end the 
sound to release the air. 

For the “continuing” sounds /v f D 
T z s Z S dZ tS/, two mouth parts 
get close but don’t touch to block 
the air. To demonstrate this, take 
a deep breath and say /av/. Hold 
the /v/ sound longer each time, as 
in /avvvvvvv/. Why is it possible? 
Because you can breathe when you 
say /v/ or the other eight 
“continuing” sounds. You can 
lengthen the sound for a long time. 

Here are some “stop vs. continuing” 
sound contrasts: 

VOICED PAIRS: /b/ vs. /v/ (ban  vs. 
van), /d/ vs. /D/(dough vs. though),  
/d/ vs. /dZ/(dud vs. judge)     

VOICELESS PAIRS: /p/ vs. /f/ (pan  
vs. fan), /t/ vs. /T/ (taught vs. 
thought), /t/ vs. /tS/ (Ted vs. shed) 

 
v 

 
 
 

___ases 
[ Flowers. ] 

f 
 
 
 

___aces 
[ Expressions of emotion.] 

 

D 
 
 
 
 

___ese 
[ I have no idea. ] 

T 
 
 
 
 

___ieves 
[ People that steal. ] 

 
z 

 
 
 
 

___ealous 
[ Overeager. ] 

s 
 
 
 
 

___ell us 
[  “Convince us to buy.” ] 

 
Z  

 
 
 
 

___iselle 
[Star of a romantic ballet.] 

S 
 
 
 
 

___isel 
[ A sculptor’s. ] 

Z  




___ealous 
[ Maybe she is. ] 

tS 




___ellos** 
[ Some musicians’. ] 
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*PRONUNCIATION: 
OTHER INITIAL 
CONSONANTS /r/ 

VS. /l/, /W/   
Of the 16 consonant sounds in voiced/
voiceless pairs, all except /Z/ are 
common at the beginning of words. 

The seven other possible initial 
consonant sounds are: 

VOICED SOUNDS: /r/ as in rude or 
rough, /l/ as in long or loudly, /m/ as in 
mild or messy, /n/ as in neatly or 
noisy,  /w/ as in wide, /y/ as in young      

VOICELESS SOUND: /h/ as in high or who  

To pronounce /r/, point the tip of the 
tongue to the roof of the mouth, but 
don’t touch it. Raise the sides of the 
tongue against the teeth. 
Round the lips. Voice the 
sound.  

In contrast, for voiced /l/ 
touch the tooth ridge with 
the tip of the tongue. Let 
the air out on the sides. 
Keep the lips flat and 
spread, not rounded.  

For voiced /w/, raise the 
back of the tongue.  Round 
the lips. Don’t let the lower 
lip touch the teeth.  

Here are these consonant-sound 
contrasts in words: ray vs. lay vs. 
way, right vs. light vs. white, rake vs. 
lake vs. wake, ride vs. wide, etc.  

 

/r/ 

/l/ 

/w/ 

7.C  RECOGNIZE & USE ALL 
INITIAL CONSONANTS.               

For each group of Items 1-10, write 
the missing consonant letters.  

*With one of the three items, ask             
a question. Can listeners identify    
the picture as first or second or 
last—and answer yes or no?  

**Can you explain the word 
meanings or use them correctly               
in other phrases or sentences?  

 
b 

 
 
 

___uried 

v 
 
 
 

___aried 

 
 
 
 

___erried 

 
v  

 
 
 

___et 

w  
 
 
 

___et 

Z  
 
 
 

___et 
 

r 
 
 
 

___ats 

l 
 
 
 

___ats 

h

 
 
 

___ats 

 
f 

 

___one* 

z 
 

___one 

dZ  
 

___oan 
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PRONUNCIATION: OTHER 
INITIAL CONSONANT 
SOUNDS: / y m n h /   

To pronounce /y/, press the tip of the 
tongue behind the lower 
teeth. The middle of the 
tongue is near, but not on 
the tooth ridge. Push the 
air past the ridge. Voice 
the sound.  

For /m/ and /n/, push the 
air out through the nose.  
Voice the sounds. For /m/, 
the lips are together.   
For /n/, the tongue is 
against the tooth ridge.  
For voiceless /h/, raise the 
tongue high in back, keep 
the mouth open. Push air 
out over the back of the 
tongue. Don’t use the vocal cords.   

Here are these consonant-sound 
contrasts in words: year vs. mere vs. 
near vs. hear, you vs. moo vs. new vs. 
who, yowl vs. mound vs. noun vs. hound.  

Here are some spellings (letters) for 
these seven sounds in initial position:   

 
T  

 
 
 

____ing 

S  
 
 
 

____in 

tS  
 
 
 

____in 

 
 

 
 
 

___anked 

T  
 
 
 

___anked 

r 
 
 
 

___anked 

 
dZ 

 
 
 

___oke 

tS 
 
 
 

___oke 

y

 
 
 

___olk 

 
r 

 
 
 

___ibs 

l 
 
 
 

___ips 

h  
 
 
 

___ips 

 
b 

 
 
 

___arrel 

m 
 
 
 

___arrow 

n 
 
 
 

___arrow 

l 
 
 
 

___ung 

h 
 
 
 

___ung 

y  
 
 
 

___oung 

 

 

/y/ 

/n/ 

/h/ 

/m/ 

\r\   \l\   

\w\  [1] \y\   

\m\   
/h/ or h = h[2] 
NOTES: ** = one of several unusual spellings with 

a silent letter combination.  
[1] Most speakers pronounce these letters /w/, but a 

few say /hw/, as in where or what.  
[2] Sometimes the letter h is silent in initial 

position, as in hour, honor, and heir.  

\n\  
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PRONUNCIATION: 
INITIAL 

CONSONANT 
CLUSTERS  

What’s an initial consonant 
cluster? It’s two or three 
consonant sounds together 
at the beginning of a word 
with no vowel sounds 
between them.  

Here are possible initial 
two-consonant clusters:  

Some examples of words 
with these consonant-
sound combinations are:   

blue, brown, dry, flat, 
free, glad, grand, huge, 
clean, crazy, quiet, cute, 
plain, pretty, pure, 
skinny, sphere, slim, 
small, sneaky, spotted, 
steady, sweet, tricky, 
thrilling.  

/bl/- /kr/- /sl/- 
/br/- /kw/- /sm/- 
/dr/- /ky/- /sn/- 
/fl/- /pl/- /sp/- 
/fr/- /pr/- /st-/ 
/gl/- /py/- /sw/- 
/gr/- /sk/- /tr/- 
/hy/- /sf/ /Tr/- 
/kl/-   

7.D  RECOGNIZE & PRONOUNCE INITIAL 
CONSONANT CLUSTERS. Listen to 

the items. On the lines of each sentence, 
write letters for the same sounds. In order, 
use the consonant-sound combinations from 
the boxes to the left.  

A star (*) indicates a less common spelling for the initial 
consonant sounds. Exceptions have two stars (**).      

*When pronouncing the sentences, be sure to 
say the initial consonants clearly.  

**Answer the questions or make comments 
with the words you created.  

1. Might a   bl ack man have   bl eached    
bl ond hair?   

 

2. Are ____unettes  people with ____own 
hair?  

 

3. Does a ____essmaker make only 
____ab  ____esses? 

 

4. Do ____ight attendants prefer to 
____y or to ____ee? 

 

5. Does a ____eelancer ____equently  write 
for ___ee? 

 

6. Are  ____oomy people more often 
____um or ____ad? 

 

7. Is everyone from   Gr eece who is 
____eat  ____eek? 

 

8. Which do ___umans show more of—
___ubris or ___umility? 

 

9. Don’t ____utzes* have a    cl ue                    
about their ____umsiness?  

 

10. Can   kr yptonite* make Superman do 
____azy or ____iminal things? 
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*PRONUNCIATION: INITIAL 
CONSONANT CLUSTERS, 

continued  
In initial two-letter consonant clusters, 
the first sound is often /s/. It’s  
followed by one of the sounds /k, l, m, 
n, p, t, w/. More word examples are: 
scared, skilled, sly, smiling, snooty, 
special, stupid, swollen   

To pronounce these combinations, don’t 
put a vowel sound before /s/. Instead, 
lengthen the /s/ sound. Say /sssss/.  
COMPARE: specially  vs. especially, 
state vs. estate, skip vs. escape  

Don’t put a vowel sound between the 
sounds of a consonant cluster, either.  
An extra vowel sound adds a syllable 
and change the meaning of the item. 
COMPARE: smile vs. simile, brown               
vs. baron, flit vs. fill it, stripe vs. 
stirrup, straight vs. saturate, etc.  

**In clusters with /s/, there’s no puff 
of air (h) after the voiceless “stop” 
sound.  COMPARE: spot vs. phot, star 
vs. thar, school vs. chool. 

In initial 3-sound consonant clusters, 
the first sound is always /s/. Then 
comes a voiceless stop /p/ or /t/               
or /k/. The cluster may end with /r/ 
or /l/ or /w/ or /y/.   

***Can voiced consonants be in clusters 
with voiceless sounds? Yes, but the 
voicing is not very strong.  EXAMPLES: 
split, splashy, spread, spry, spew, 
straight, strong, strange, scratchy, 
scraggly, square, squeaky, etc. 

11. Are   qu eens more often  
___ick, ___iet, or ___easy?  

 

12. Are   c  urators  ___urious 
about miracle ___ures? 

 

13. Do ____ayful ball ____ayers 
like to ____ay ball? 

 

14. Do ____iests say                     
____oper ____ayers? 

 

15. Did English   P uritans 
___urify ___utrid water? 

 

16. Can   sch  olarly** ____iers** 
____i** in _____ool**? 

 

19. Does the   Sph inx* have                   
a ____erical* head?  

 

20. Is someone from   Sl ovakia a 
____ovak or a ____ovenian? 

 

21. Do ____okers ____oke 
cigarettes, cigars, or pipes? 

 

23. Can a ____ake  ____eak                    
up on a  ____owman? 

 

22. Do ____aniards  ____eak  
____anish? 

 

23. Do  st ars  ___and, ___ep,  
or ___oop on  ____age? 

 

24. Do ___eethearts wear 
____eat suits or  ____eaters?  

 

25. Do ____uckers  keep    
____ash in their ____ucks? 

 

26. Are kings on their ____ones  
____reatening or ____illing? 
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1 2 3 4 5 6 

7 8 9 10 11 12 

13 14 15 16 17 18 

 1. bl- -ad 
2. br- -ag 

3. dr- -ass 

 4. fl- -ead 

5. fr- -it 

6. gl- -ing 

7. gr- -itch 

8. cl- -op 

9. cr- -ock 

10. qu- -all 

11. pl- -aw 

12. pr- -art 

13. sk- -ug 

14. sc- -ush 

15. scr- -ook 

16. squ- -irt 

17. sph- -ay 

18. sl- -ale 

19. sm- -eam 

20. sn- -eet 

21. sp- -ere 

22. spr- -y 

23. st- -ice 

24. str- -oat 

25. sw- -ow 

26. tr- -oop 

27. tw- -ew 

28. thr- -ain 

27. Can  squ ad cars ____elch  the _____eaks 
of  _____irrels in town _____ares? 

 

28. Do   scr ibes ____awl ____eenplays                      
on _____aps of paper? 

 

29. Do    spr inklers _____ay water                        
on _____outs in _____ingtime? 

 

30. Does wood    spl it into _____endid 
boards—or does it ___atter into ___inters?  

 

31. Do    str anded _____angers 
_____aggle on _____eets? 

 

*Now listen to items 27-31. On the lines of each 
sentence, write consonant-letter clusters for the     
same three sounds.   

*When pronouncing the above sentences, say the 
initial consonants clearly. **Answer the questions                   
or make comments with the words you created.  

**From the letter combinations in the boxes to                      
the right, can you name the pictures below? Begin 
with an initial consonant cluster from the first column.                 
End with correct letters from the second column.   

***Can you create and say more words from the letter 
combinations? Can you tell their meanings? 

(verb) “grouping” 

“amount” “Kind of Bird” 

(verb) 

(verb) “Material” “Person” 

“Kind of Toy” “Material” “Kind of food” 

“object” 

“object” “Place” (verb) (verb) (verb) “Shape” 

block 

sphere 

7 Initial Consonants  
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8.B  CONTRAST MEDIAL & FINAL 
CONSONANT SOUNDS. Listen               

to the items for each pair of contrasting 
medial or final consonant sounds.                        
Circle the correct words for the meaning. 
Then pronounce the sentences clearly.  

**Can you read aloud the other choices and 
tell their meanings?  

1. /b/ vs. /p/: [ Cabbies / copies ]  
drive [ cabs / caps ].  [ Cobs / 
Cops ] control [ mobs / mops ].  

 

2. /b/ vs. /v/: Priests’ [ robes /  
roves ] are neither [ swab /                    
suave ] nor [ shabby / shaving ].  

 

4. /d/ vs. /t/: [ Plunders /                     
Planters ]  [ planned / plant ] 
[ seed / seat ] on [ land / lent ].   

 

5. /d/ vs. /t/ vs. /D/: [ Riders / 
withers ] can [ ride / writhe ] 
[ fad / fat ] or thin horses.  

 

6. /t/ vs. /T/: Do [ tents / tenths ]             
or [ boots / booths ] on [ dirt / 
dearth ] have [ heat / heath ]?   

 

7. /D/ vs. /z/: [ Booths / Booze ]                
may sell [ tithes / ties ] and                   
other [ clothing / closing ].  

 

3. /p/ vs. /f/: Make [ copy / 
coffee ] in [ cups / cuffs ] 
or [ craps / carafes ].  

 

PRONUNCIATION: 
MEDIAL CONSONANT 

SOUNDS  
*In medial & final position in 
words and phrases, the “stop 
sounds” / b p d t g k / are 
pronounced as at the beginning 
of words. But the air is not 
released until the next syllable.     

EXAMPLES: a'bout, herb, 
re'pheat,'rid·ing,'heard it, 
re'thurn, hurt,'wig·gle, 
jogged, ac·chom·pa·ny, ask    

**The voiceless stops / p t k / 
do not include a puff of air /h/ 

at the beginning of unstressed 
syllables:  
COMPARE: a'phart vs. 'up·per, 
po'tha·to vs.'pot·ted, 
suc'chumb vs.'soc·cer.    

**How is /t/ pronounced at                   
the beginning of an unstressed 
syllable between voiced sounds? 
It sounds like a “tongue flap”—     
a quick /d/ or /|/.  
COMPARE: six'theen vs.'six·ty 
= \ "sIks∑|iy\, a·tho·mic vs. 
'a·tom = / ∑|´m\, master  
vs.'mat·ter = \ "mœ∑|´r \.   

**This “tongue flap” /|/sound      
is common before word endings 
and in phrases such as: 
ex·cit·ed, smart·er, 
writ·er, sweet·est, get·ting, 
ac·tivi·ty, what are, get 
off, shut up, a lot of,                    
not at all, etc. 

8 Medial & Final Consonants  
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8. /T/ vs. /s/: [ Math /Mass / ] 
includes fractions—like one 
[ fifth / fix ] is [ worse / 
worth ] two [ tense / tenths ].  

 

9. /v/ vs. /f/: It’s a [ relieve / 
relief ] for a [ thieve / thief ] 
to [ believe / belief ] he can 
[ leave / leaf ] a house. 

 

10. /v/ vs. /z/: Meat cooks can 
[ brave / braise ], [ carve / 
cars ], and [ serve / sirs ].  
They won’t [ starve / stars ].    

 

11. /f/ vs. /s/: Please [ grief / 
grease ] the car parts.                    
Don’t [ miff / miss ] any.                  
Put in [ gaff / gas ] too.  

 

12. /z/ vs. /s/: Gamblers                       
use [ dies / dice ];                   
lawyers, [ laws / loss ]; 
barbers, [ razors / racers ].  

 

13. /z/ vs. /Z/: You can wear  
[ ruse / rouge ] for a 
[ pleasant / pleasure ]                          
[ ill oozin’ / illusion ]. 

 

14. /s/ vs. /S/ vs. /tS/: Fishermen 
[ wish / witch ] to [ cash / 
catch ] [ fist / fish ] from   
the ocean, not [ marshes / 
marches ] or swamps.      

 

*PRONUNCIATION: 
MEDIAL CONSONANT 

SOUNDS,Continued   
The voiced “continuing 
sound”/Z/, as in 
genre or rouge, is 
rare in initial or 
final word position. 
However,                    
it is common in the middle 
of words with endings. 
EXAMPLES:  
television, Asian, 
treasure, pleasure, 
conclusion, seizure,    
casual, unusual,                 
luxurious, grandeur    

The corresponding voiceless 
sound /S/ and the sound 
combinations /dZ/ and /tS/ 
are also common in medial 
positions. Their spellings 
vary. In these examples, 
stars *(*) indicate less 
common or exceptional 
spellings for the sounds: 
/S/ = sh: fashion, 
passion*, ocean*, motion*, 
Martian*, national*, 
essential*, vacation*, 
social**, special**, 
parachute**  
/dZ/ = j: gorgeous*, 
urgent*, outrageous*, 
contagious*, gradual**, 
cordial**     
/tS/ = ch: researcher, 
voucher, coach, feature*, 
natural*, mixture*, 
amateur**, virtuoso** 

 
/Z/  
 

 1/5 =
 .2 
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15. /Z/ vs. /dZ/ vs. /tS/: 
Sheriffs wear [ badges / 
batches ]. On [ occasion / 
oh, Cajun ], they [ surge / 
search ] for outlaws to  
[ cage / catch ].   

 

16. /r/ vs. /l/: [ Here / Heal ] 
are some job titles: [ fire / 
file ] fighter, [ core / coal ] 
miner, [ terror / tailor ], 
[ artist / oldest ].   

 

17. /m/ vs. /n/: CEOs [ rum / 
run ] [ firms / ferns ], 
[ tram / train ] workers, 
pay [ them / them ], . . .  

 

18. /n/ vs. /N/: Models try                
to look [ yon / young ] and  
[ thin / thing ] so they can 
work a [ lawn / long ] time. 

 

19. /N/ vs. /g/: Housecleaners 
can [ hang / hag ] curtains, 
vacuum [ rungs / rugs ], fill 
garbage [ bangs /bags ], . .   

 

20. /g/ vs. /k/: Which jobs 
don’t require [ degrees / 
decrees ]? [ Bagging / 
Backing ] groceries, raising 
[ pigs / picks ], laying 
[ brigs / bricks ], . . . .   

 

*PRONUNCIATION:  
LETTERS OF MEDIAL              

& FINAL CONSONANTS 
After one-letter vowels, certain 
consonant sounds are spelled with 
doubled letters in some words.  

COMPARE: robbed vs. robed, 
tapped vs. taped, wedding vs. 
weeding, fitting vs. fighting, 
leggy vs. league, off vs. oof, 
razz vs. raise, less vs. lease, 
furrier vs. furious, dull vs. duel, 
grammar vs. Kramer, etc. 

For the /k/, /tS/, and /dZ/ 
sounds, -ck, -tch, and -dge  
function as doubled letters:    

COMPARE: crackers vs. Quakers, 
itch vs. each, edging vs. aging.  

**The letter x is never doubled. 
It already stands for two sounds: 
voiced /gz/ or voiceless /ks/. 

EXAMPLES: exam = /Eg"zœm/, 
boxes = /"bak∑sIz/, sexy        
= /"sEk∑siy/, sixty = /sIks∑|iy/. 

**In final syllable or word 
position, the /f/ sound may be 
spelled -gh, as in rough**, 
laughter**, and coughing**.  

**In their spelling, certain medial 
or final consonant sounds can 
include silent letters. These are 
exceptional spellings. Some 
examples are listen**, muscle**. 
half**, talk**, calm**, could**, 
thumb**, bomb**, condemn**, 
solemn**, paradigm**, design**. 

8 Medial & Final Consonants  


